
State of Environmental Issues 
 
Purpose—To survey and compare environmental issues by state to gain a national environmental 
profile 
 
Procedure—Study of the state populations in the United States 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Listing of each state’s most critical environmental problem: 
 
Alabama  hazardous wastes 
Alaska   oil drilling in National wildlife refuge 
Arizona   air pollution reducing visibility over the Grand Canyon 
Arkansas  logging 
California  auto emissions 
Colorado  limited water supply resources 
Connecticut  sewage polluted rivers 
Delaware  coastal pollution from marinas 
Florida   coral reef degradation 
Georgia   water quality  
Hawaii   independence from oil 
Idaho   wilderness preservation 
Illinois   wilderness preservation 
Indiana   wilderness preservation 
Iowa   ground water protection from pesticides, erosion 
Kansas   landfill location 
Kentucky  water discharge of chemicals 
Louisiana  sea life protection from oil drilling 
Maine    recycling 
Maryland  agricultural run-off 
Massachusetts   recycling 
Michigan  wilderness preservation 
Minnesota  wetland preservation for ducks 
Mississippi  rocket engine test program effects on air quality 
Missouri  limited landfill space 
Montana  protection of Grizzlies and wolves 
Nebraska  radioactive waste dumping 
Nevada   wilderness protection 
New Hampshire expansion of highways over wetlands 
New Jersey  water pollution 
New Mexico  water pollution from radioactive waste dumps 
New York  wilderness protection 
North Carolina  wetlands preservation 
North Dakota  oil drilling pollution 
Ohio   recycling 
Okalahoma  prairie preservation 
Oregon   toxic chemicals 
Pennsylvania  acid rain 
Rhode Island  auto emissions 
South Carolina  beach development 
South Dakota  mining 
Tennessee  air pollution 
Texas   auto emissions 
Utah   dams 
Vermont  wilderness preservation 
Virginia   water pollution from development 
Washington  logging 
West Virginia  mining 
Wisconsin  water quality 
Wyoming  wilderness preservation 
 



Use this map of the United States to enter data from the list on the previous page.  Place a number in 
each state that depicts the greatest growth management or pollution problems using the key below: 
 
1—wilderness and wetland preservation 
2—water pollution, water quality, & water supply 
3—air pollution & emissions 
4—solid and toxic wastes, landfills 
5—resources (recycling, mining, logging, oil, & endangered species) 
 
Color the backgrounds of states that share the same problems with similar colors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Questions & Conclusions 
 
1. Which issues are most common in the United States? 
 
 
 
2. Do areas in the same regions of the country have similar concerns?  If so, which locations show 
what types of environmental problems? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Does the population size of a state affect the kind of pollution problems it has?  Explain the trends 
observed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. What environmental issues tend to be found in states with smaller population sizes? 


